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Energetic and Motor Responses to Increasing Force Requirements Suzanne H. Mitchell and Jasper Brener State University of New York at Stony Brook The effects of increasing work (force) requirements on energy expenditure and response topography were examined in 7 rats pressing a beam to earn food. For the 1st 16 days, the force requirement was 5.52 X I0~2 N (5.625 g). This increased by 4.91 X 1(T2 N (5 g) every 7th session until Ss had experienced 10 upward shifts. Following the 54.57 x 10~2 N (55.625 g) condition, the original criterion was reinstated. During the augmented phase, Ss maintained stable reinforcement rates across conditions by increasing the peak force of beam pressing. These higher forces, occurring within 20 reinforcements of changing the force criterion, were produced primarily by increases in the rate of change of force (AF/AT). Also, while the rate of work performed on the beam increased, the overall energy expenditure fell. In contrast to these rapid adjustments, reinstating the original 5.52 X 10~2 N (5.625 g) criterion resulted in only gradual alterations in motor performance.



sively investigated in other areas concerned with principles of behavioral regulation (e.g., Bonnet, Requin, & Stelmach, 1982; Gordon &Ghez, 1987a). The procedure adopted in the current experiment for increasing the work costs of reinforcement was to augment the peak force criterion for reinforcement on 10 successive occasions. Following response acquisition (initial criterion = 5.52 x 10"2 N), the peak force requirement was augmented by 4.91 x 10~2 N every seventh session. We used equal force increments made at equal time intervals for two reasons. First, the progressive nature of the adjustments circumvented possible problems associated with the irreversibility of behavioral changes produced by modifications of the reinforcement criterion. Second, equal increments applied for equal periods of time facilitated comparisons of the behavioral adjustments made to the range of criteria being investigated. The orderly nature of the adjustments made to the peak force requirement could result in subjects learning to modify their motor performance so that they met successive reinforcement criteria more rapidly and with greater accuracy. Therefore, analyses were undertaken to distinguish behavioral changes that occurred in response to the prevailing contingencies from those that may have been learned. These analyses sought to determine the time course of changes in performance following each increment in the reinforcement criterion. They were based on the premise that if performance changed similarly to successive increments in the reinforcement criterion and with a similar time course, then it could be concluded that behavioral modifications were driven by the prevailing reinforcement criterion, rather than by subjects learning the pattern of increment changes. We also performed similar analyses to explore the effects of reducing the reinforcement criterion to its original level after the 10 increments had been implemented. On the basis of the Principle of Least Effort (Solomon, 1948), it might be anticipated that decreases in the requirements would be accompanied by rapid decreases in response magnitude: Maintaining a response topography sufficient to meet a more stringent reinforcement criterion than currently prevails will result in excessive work being performed to earn reinforcement. Thus, it may be predicted that reinstating the original



We conducted the present experiment to determine how motor performance was reorganized and energy expenditure was altered when the work required for food reinforcement was systematically increased. These issues have not been adequately explored by conventional operant methods, which have usually relied on response rate to index both alterations in motor performance and energy expenditure. Furthermore, the work costs of reinforcement have typically been manipulated by altering the number of responses required for reinforcement (e.g., Ackroff, Schwartz, & Collier, 1986; Collier, 1983). By definition, these contingencies change the number of responses made for each reinforcer and thereby the probability that each response will produce reinforcement. Furthermore, because extra time is taken to generate larger numbers of responses, changes in fixed ratio requirements also result in alterations of the absolute rate of reinforcement. Therefore, any changes in behavior that follow increases in a ratio requirement could be attributable to changes in the probability of reinforcement, reductions in the rate of reinforcement (Mackintosh, 1974), or the augmented work requirements. Unlike the fixed ratio case, the increasing work requirements used in the present experiment did not prevent subjects from maintaining both their initial reinforcement rates and reinforcement probabilities. Therefore, it was possible to ask whether the initial values of these variables would be protected by subjects adjusting their performance appropriately when the reinforcement criterion was increased. Furthermore, by making detailed recordings of the temporal and kinetic properties of beam pressing, we were able to examine how rapidly and in what ways motor performance was adjusted when the work requirements were augmented. These issues bear on questions of how programs for motor performance are structured and modified. Although this topic has not received much attention in operant analyses of behavior (but see Fowler, 1987; Notterman & Mintz, 1965), it has been inten-
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by a readjustment of the response parameters to values recorded during the latter part of acquisition with approximately the same latency as adjustments that followed increases in the force requirements. The final issue we explored in this experiment concerned the relationship between rates of task work and overall energy expenditure. It has been noted elsewhere that the task work performed in experimental environments and overall energy expenditure do not necessarily covary (e.g., Brener, 1987; Brener & Mitchell, 1989; Brener, Phillips, & Sherwood, 1983; Sherwood, Brener, & Moncur, 1983). In those studies, the work required was relatively small and fixed over the course of the experiment, and while work rates remained stable, overall energy expenditure rates declined. The apparent paradox contained in these observations, that the rate of energy expenditure varies independently of striate muscular work rates (e.g., Astrand & Rodahl, 1987), is resolved by recognizing that overall energy expenditure is determined by task irrelevant behaviors and metabolic maintenance activities, in addition to task work. Because the body weights of subjects remained relatively stable over the course of the experiments, it may be inferred that basal metabolic requirements also remained stable (Kleiber, 1961). Therefore, the reductions in overall metabolic rate observed over periods when the task work rates were stable must have been due to reductions in the amount of energy expended on performing nontask work. In the present experiment, we investigated this process further by examining variations in overall energy expenditure as task work rates were systematically augmented. If the overall rate of energy expenditure does not follow the rate of task work even when task work rates increase substantially, then it would be implied that inferences regarding energy expenditure should not be drawn on the basis of rates of task work. To summarize, we designed this study to address the following questions in the light of the issues raised: (1) What parameters of the response are adjusted to meet the increasing peak force reinforcements? (2) How rapidly are responses adjusted to meet these requirements? (3) Do reductions in the peak force required for reinforcement result in alterations in response topography that mirror those that occur to increases in the requirement? (4) Do the alterations in motor performance result in changes in the rate of task work and if so, are these changes accompanied by modifications in the energy mobilized by subjects, or is energy reallocated from the overall energy budget to performing task work?



Method



Subjects Seven naive male black-hooded rats, weighing between 364 g and 423 g (mean = 399 g) at the start of the experiment, were drawn from the colony maintained in the Psychology Department at the University of Hull. All animals were maintained at between 85% and 90% of their preexperimental body weights by supplemental feeding with standard lab chow following each experimental session.



The experimental environment used in this experiment was identical to that previously described by Brener and Mitchell (1989). It consisted of a Plexiglas box, 18 cm (wide) x 28.3 cm (deep) x 16 cm (high). Three aluminum force beams, designed to the specifications given by Notterman and Mintz (1965), were mounted on the front panel. In this experiment, only the leftmost beam was active: Responses on the central and right-hand beams had no effect and were not recorded. Force applied to the disc was sampled continuously at 100 Hz by an 8-bit Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter by a Cromemco Z-2D microcomputer. Unlike the system used by Brener and Mitchell (1989), force was measured in units of 0.613 x 10"2 N (0.625 g). The computer was programmed to calculate and record the response parameters described below and to apply the reinforcement criterion. Note that only beam presses that exceeded a peak force of 2.45 x 10~2 N (2.50 g), designated as the "recognition criterion", were classified as responses. This measure was adopted to distinguish the animal's activities from spurious signals induced by, for example, amplifier drift. If the reinforcement criterion force was achieved during the course of the beam press, then on beam release, a fixed amount of liquid food was delivered into a small cup directly below the beam. This liquid food consisted of one part Build-Up, a commercially available dietary supplement manufactured by Carnation, diluted with three parts water. Coterminously with each food delivery, a 0.03-s click was sounded in the box. The timing of reinforcement delivery and the click was aimed at limiting the amount of useful external feedback available to the subjects. Thus, subjects were forced to regulate responses on the basis of kinesthetic cues. The volume of each food reward was 33.33 >tL and had an energy value of 37 calories (155 J). For comparison purposes it may be noted that a 45-mg P. J. Noyes pellet has an energy value of 171 calories (716 J). The food delivery mechanism consisted of a 10 mL glass syringe mounted in a Plexiglas assembly and was driven by a stepper motor. This device was positioned outside the sound-attenuating chamber in which the experimental box was housed. When the conditions for reinforcement had been fulfilled the computer delivered a series of pulses to the stepper motor, which resulted in a fixed amount of liquid food being delivered to the food cup. Throughout the experiment, oxygen consumption was recorded using a Taylor-Servomex Model OA580 paramagnetic oxygen analyzer. Measurements were made by the same method as that used by Brener and Mitchell (1989), with the single exception that reference measures of O2 were made every alternate minute instead of every seventh minute. This was undertaken in an effort to improve the precision of oxygen consumption recordings, thereby increasing the accuracy of the overall energy expenditure measures. However, a posteriori tests revealed no differences between the two sampling intervals in terms of mean oxygen consumption measured during the experimental session. The measurements yielded minute-by-minute values of oxygen consumption, which were expressed in relation to the animal's body weight, that is in mL O2/kg/minute. The oxygen analyzer was regularly zeroed with nitrogen, and before each session, the span of the instrument was adjusted to read the correct value for dry room air. This calibration procedure ensured that the Oz measures were corrected for the prevailing temperature and barometric pressure (STP).



Procedure Subjects were allowed to acquire the beam-pressing response in the same way as described by Brener and Mitchell (1989). During this
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period, and also throughout the successive daily sessions following response acquisition, continuous recordings of oxygen consumption were made for each subject. Furthermore, in all conditions, sessions terminated when the subject had earned 100 reinforcements or 60 min had passed, whichever occurred first. Following 16 consecutive days (sessions) on which a subject earned all of the available reinforcements within an hour by pressing the beam with a peak force greater than 5.52 x 10~2 N (5.625 g), the peak force requirement for reinforcement was increased on the following day by 4.91 x I0~ 2 N (5.00 g). Having completed 6 days under this reinforcement criterion, the peak force requirement was again augmented by 4.91 x 10~2 N the next day. This procedure of increasing the required peak force on every seventh session continued until all subjects had experienced 10 upward shifts of the reinforcement criterion and 6 days on the terminal reinforcement criterion of 54.57 X 10~: N (55.625 g). On the following day, the peak force criterion was reduced to the level on which subjects initially acquired the response, 5.52 x 10~2 N, and this criterion remained in effect for the final 16 days of the experiment.



Data Analysis Figure 1 illustrates and defines the response parameters that were measured and submitted to statistical analysis. In addition to interresponse time, these consisted of the temporal parameters, peak force
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of Oj consumed during the session by the number of reinforcements earned during that session (energy expended per reinforcement). Second, task efficiency was calculated by summing the time integral of force curves for the reinforced response and also for any preceding nonreinforced response that had occurred since the previous reinforcement (work performed on the beam per reinforcement). The acquisition data (Days 1-16) and the return-to-baseline period, when the peak force requirement used during acquisition was reinstated for 16 days, were each examined using one-way repeatedmeasures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and Duncan's Multiple Range techniques on all the variables described above. Furthermore, we assessed the immediate effects on motor performance of returning the peak force criterion to the same level as that used during acquisition by comparing the first 6 days of this Condition with both the final 6 days of acquisition (Days 11-16) and the 6 days consisting of the final augmented reinforcement criterion period, using two-way ANOVA techniques with repeated-measures on Conditions and Days within Conditions. We analyzed the effects of the successive augmentations of the peak force criterion, using two-way ANOVAs ( 1 1 Conditions X 6 Days within Conditions) with repeated-measures on both factors. A total of 11 conditions were analyzed by these methods as the final 6 days of acquisition were included in addition to the 10 augmented reinforcement criterion conditions. Variables showing a significant Conditions effect accompanied by a nonsignificant Days x Conditions interaction were submitted to further analyses. These two criteria were used because, first, a Conditions effect for a particular variable indicated that its values were affected by the different force



analyses were designed to determine whether the variables were significantly altered on the first day of the incremented force criterion from the final day on the preceding criterion, and if so, how many reinforcements had been received on that first day before those values changed significantly. As these analyses are somewhat unusual, they are described below in some detail. For each augmented force condition, the 100 reinforcements received on the day prior to and the day on which the force criterion was incremented were each partitioned into 10 blocks of 10 reinforcements. The mean values of each performance variable were calculated for each of these blocks. A three-way ANOVA with repeated measures on force criteria (Conditions), blocks of reinforcements (Blocks), and
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(rate of change of force per unit time measured in newtons/second), peak force, and time integral of force or work per response (area under the force-time curve measured in newton -seconds). The rates of energy expenditure (VOs) and energy capture (interreinforcement time) were also monitored continuously. Combinations of these measures enabled the calculation of two indices of behavioral efficiency. First, energy efficiency was calculated by dividing the amount



requirements and, second, a nonsignificant Conditions x Days interaction implied that there were no systematic differences in the time courses of adaptations to each new requirement. These additional
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Figure I. (top) Different types of responses: (a) responses that meet the reinforcement criterion (SR Crit.), (b) responses that meet the recognition criterion (Rec. Crit.) but fail to meet the SR Crit., (c) touches, and (d) nonresponses. Interresponse time and interreinforcement time (arrows indicate moments of food deliver)') measurements are also illustrated, (bottom) Temporal and kinetic measures of individual responses (AF/AT, measured in newtons/second X 10~2, was calculated by dividing peak force in newtons x 1(T2 by peak force latency in seconds. (Taken from Brener & Mitchell, 1989.)



days (final session on the preceding force condition and the first session of the next augmented force condition) was then performed for each of the variables. This design was selected to take account of any systematic variations within sessions (e.g., warm-up effects). A significant days effect with 10 blocks implied that the variable was significantly different on the first day of the incremented condition from its value on the final day of the prior force requirement condition. In this case, the ANOVA was rerun using 9 blocks (i.e., the first 90 reinforcements of each session). If this analysis also yielded a significant days effect, the ANOVA was rerun with 8 blocks, and so on until the number of blocks had been reduced to 2. However, when a nonsignificant result was obtained, the analysis was discontinued, and the number of blocks included in the last analysis to yield a significant days effect was recorded for the variable.
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Results



Because the response acquisition process proceeded in a similar way to that observed by Brener and Mitchell (1989), this aspect of the data is not described in detail. However, as noted earlier, data from the final 6 days of acquisition have been used to provide a baseline with which to compare the effects of increasing the reinforcement criterion. The first three sections of the results describe the changes in motor performance associated with altering the force required to earn reinforcement. First, the gross alterations in motor performance made to accommodate the successive changes in this criterion are identified. Second, the rapidity of motor adjustments immediately following augmentations in the force requirement is examined. Third, the modifications occurring after the reinstatement of the original 5.52 x 10~2 N criterion are assessed. The final section examines whether changes in the peak force requirement resulted in modified work rates on the beam and also whether these different work rates were associated with parallel alterations in overall energy expenditure.
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Alterations in Motor Performance Between the Successive Force Requirement Increments Significant increases in the mean peak force of beam presses were generated in response to the changes in the peak force requirement (Figure 2), F(10, 60) = 45.82, p < .01. As illustrated in this figure, subjects increased the mean peak force of responses by an average of 4.99 x 10"2 N (5.090 g) on each occasion that the peak force requirement was augmented by 4.91 x 10~2 N except for the final augmentation. These increases in peak force were not produced exclusively by adjustments in either the peak force latency or AF/AT. Mean AF/AT was systematically amplified with each change in peak force requirement (Figure 2), F(10, 60) = 24.33, p < .01. However, its effects on peak force were potentiated by augmentations in mean peak force latency up to the fourth increase in the reinforcement criterion (Figure 2), F(10, 60) = 2.78, p < .01. Following this, mean levels of peak force latency stabilized, then began to fall slightly from the sixth increase in force requirement onward. Thus, the adaptation to increases in the peak force required for reinforcement were effected primarily by alterations in AF/AT, with complementary changes in the time taken to achieve the peak force being confined to the initial conditions. Although the increases in mean peak force accompanying each augmentation of the reinforcement criterion were substantial, the mean number of responses made to earn each reinforcement was not maintained at the level observed during acquisition (Figure 3), F(10, 60) = 4.34, p < .01. This ratio increased following the first and second augmentations of the reinforcement criterion, but on subsequent occasions it stabilized, albeit at a new, relatively unfavorable level. Also depicted in Figure 3, the time taken to earn successive reinforcements showed marginal increases, but these did not achieve statistical significance: interreinforcement time, F(10, 60)= 1.20,p> .05.
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Figure 2. (top) Mean peak force, in newtons X 10~2. (middle) Mean AF/AT, in newtons/second X 10~2. (bottom) Mean peak force latency, in 0.01 s. (Means are for each augmented force requirement condition, with the final 6 days of acquisition as the first condition.)



In contrast to the numerous significant effects recorded when comparing the different peak force requirement conditions, changes over the 6 days within each condition were limited. Systematic increases in mean AF/AT were found (Figure 4), F(5, 30) = 3.62, p < .05, but peak force latency did not exhibit any such effects (Figure 4), F(5, 30) = 1.01, p > .05. This combination produced a nonsignificant tendency for mean peak force to increase over this 6 day period, F(5, 30) = 2.08, p > .05. Furthermore, as mean response duration was relatively stable during this time (Figure 4), F(5, 30) = 0.85, p > .05, constant amounts of work per response were performed over Days within Conditions (time integral of force), F(5, 30) = 0.48, p > .05. Thus, apart from the gradual increase in AF/AT. the results showed that response topography remained fairly stable within conditions. In addition, because no significant Conditions x Days interactions were recorded for any of these variables: AF/AT, F(50, 300) = 1.02, p > .05; peak force latency, F(50, 300) = 0.73, p > .05; response duration, F(50, 300) = 1.02, p > .05; peak force
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.05; time integral of force, F(50, 300) = 1.19, p > .05; it may be concluded that these limited changes in response characteristics over Days within Conditions were typical of all the augmented force requirement Conditions. Although there were only marginal changes in response topography within each condition, it was found that the number of responses made to earn each reinforcement (Figure 4), F(5, 30) = 5.89, p < .01, decreased significantly during the 6 days that animals were exposed to the increased peak force criteria. This effect is attributable to the slight increases in peak force referred to above, because the adjustment of peak force over days resulted in a larger proportion of responses meeting the force criterion on successive days within a condition. The decrease in response to reinforcement ratio was sufficient to produce a significant reduction in interreinforcement time, F(5, 30) = 3.97, p < .01, although the rate at which responses were generated was constant during this period: interresponse time, F(5, 30) = 0.21, p > .05. Again,



no significant Conditions x Days interactions were obtained for either responses per reinforcement, F(50, 300) = 1.04, p > .05; interresponse time, F(50, 300) = 1.26, p > .05; or interreinforcement time, -F(50, 300) = 1.28, p > .05. The highly significant amplification of responses recorded between conditions, coupled with the minimal alterations in response characteristics within conditions, implies that motor performance was modified immediately on augmenting the reinforcement criterion. A preliminary inspection of the data revealed that this was the case (see Table 1). For all variables, the changes in value from Day 6 of the previous force condition to Day 1 of the new force condition were substantially greater than the average interday change within conditions. For all variables apart from AF/AT, these Day 6 to Day 1 changes were greater than the total changes from Day 1 to Day 6 within conditions. Through its influence in peak force, changes in AF/AT between and within conditions offset the decline in success (reduced reinforcement rate and increased responses to reinforcement ratio) caused by
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(top) Mean AF/AT, in newtons/second x 10'2. (middle) Mean peak force latency and mean



response duration, in 0.01 s. (bottom) Mean number of responses performed to earn each reinforcement. (Means are for each of the 6 days within the augmented force requirement conditions.)



imposing a more stringent reinforcement criterion. As shown in Table 1, the number of responses made to earn each reinforcement and the interreinforcement time both increased on augmenting the peak force criterion (Day 6 vs. Day 1), but then decreased significantly with continued exposure to the requirement (Day 1 vs. Day 6). These results indicate that response topography changed most on the initial day of exposure to the new peak force requirement. Analyses were undertaken to determine how many reinforcements were received under this elevated requirement before each response parameter changed significantly from values recorded on the final day of the preceding peak force requirement. These analyses took the form de-



scribed in the Method section and the results are presented in Table 2. As might be expected, the imposition of a higher peak force criterion led to a rapid augmentation in the mean peak force. Table 2 shows that this variable became significantly higher during the first 20 reinforcements of the augmented criterion session relative to the same segment of the preceding session (Day 6). It may be presumed that this alteration in performance, which was critical to earning reinforcement under the altered contingencies, was supported by increases in AF/AT and peak force latency. Though neither of these variables exhibited significant increases from the preceding force criterion during the first 20 reinforcements, their mean values
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Table 1 Comparison of the Mean Change Scores Between and Within Augmented Force Criterion Conditions



Variable



Day 6 vs. Day 1



Interday difference



Day 1 vs. Day 6



Peak force Peak force latency Response duration AF/AT Response/reinforcement Interresponse time Interreinforcement time



2.75 0.62 1.06 13.15 0.20 -0.02 0.45



0.39 -0.08 -0.09 5.40 -0.03 2.80 X 10~3 -0.07



1.98 -0.39 -0.43 26.83 -0.17 0.01 -0.37



Note. All calculations were performed on means for all subjects that were precise to three decimal places. Change scores from the final day of one force condition to the first day of the next augmented force condition (Day 6 vs. Day 1) were calculated by subtracting the parameter value on the final day of the preceding condition from its value on the first day of the next condition and then averaging these values for all force increments. Change scores from the first day of each augmented condition to the final day of the same condition (Day 1 vs. Day 6) were calculated by subtracting the parameter value on the first day of the condition from its value on the final day, then averaging these values for all force increments. The mean difference between days within a condition (Interday difference) was obtained by dividing the latter result by five. (Units are the same as described in the text.)



tended to be higher and their combined influences must account for the observed effect on peak force. Following 40 reinforcements under the augmented criterion, peak force latency had risen significantly. Although mean AF/AT exhibited highly reliable effects of the peak force requirement, as indicated by the analyses reported in Table 1, it did not rise significantly during the first day of exposure to augmented force criteria. Alterations in Motor Performance Following the Reduction of the Peak Force Requirement Considering the rapidity and magnitude of alterations in subjects' motor performance when the reinforcement criterion was augmented, it was of interest to determine how behavior would adapt to the reinstatement of the force criterion used during acquisition. This decrease in the force requirement was 10 times greater than the augmentations encountered earlier (49.05 X 10~2 N vs. 4.91 X 10~2 N). Comparisons were made between performance during the first 6 days on which the initial peak force criterion was reinstated, the last 6 days of acquisition itself, and the final augmented reinforcement criterion condition. These ANOVAs indicated that response topography was not altered substantially to adapt to the reduction in the peak force requirement during the first 6 days of the reinstated condition (see Table 3 for a summary of mean values and F ratios). Response parameters did not return to levels exhibited during acquisition. On reinstating the original force requirement, the mean peak force of presses tended to decline only marginally from values recorded during the final augmented force condition (Figure 5), F(\, 6) = 4.84, p > .05. Thus, values of this



variable remained substantially higher than those measured during the final 6 days of acquisition (Figure 5), F(\, 6) = 42.50, p> .01. This slight reduction in peak force relative to the final augmented force condition was related to both a significant decrease in peak force latency, F(\, 6) = 9.\2,p< .05. and a marginal decline in AF/AT over this period (Figure 5), F(l, 6) = 3.82, p > .05. Of these two variables, only peak force latency exhibited values during the reinstated condition days that were similar to those recorded at the end of the acquisition period, F(\, 6) = 2.15, p > .05. Both peak force and AF/AT remained substantially greater than during acquisition (Figure 5), /•'(!, 6) = 22.07, p < .01. As can be seen in Figure 5, a pattern of results like those obtained for AF/ AT and peak force was observed for mean time integral of force. Mean values of this variable only declined marginally on reinstating the original force criterion relative to levels recorded during the final augmented force condition, F( 1, 6) = 3.94, p > .05, and therefore remained far greater than those generated during the final part of acquisition, F( 1,6) = 20.15, p < .01. The high degree of correspondence between peak force and time integral of force was due to the stability of the response duration between all three of these force requirement conditions (see Table 3). By not modifying response topography substantially, animals performed responses far greater than those required to earn reinforcement under the reinstated peak force requirement. As can be seen in Figure 6, the number of responses made to earn reinforcements was less in the reinstated criterion condition than during the final augmented criterion condition, F(\, 6) = 19.41, p < .01. Also, this value was significantly less than the ratio achieved during response acquisition, F(l, 6) = 17.15, p < .01. Similarly, Figure 6 also shows that when the original reinforcement criterion was reinstated, interreinforcement time declined to levels somewhat lower than those recorded during acquisition, F(l, 6) = 1.74, p > .05, and significantly lower than those recorded during the final augmented criterion condition, F(l, 6) = 21.14,/x.Ol.



Table 2 Number of Reinforcements Received on the First Day of the Augmented Force Conditions Variable



Number of reinforcements*



MS"



F ratiob



Peak force Peak force latency Response duration AF/AT



.05, and mean interreinforcement time remained stable over the 16 days of this condition, F(15, 90) = 1.18,



Alterations in Work and Energy Expenditure Over the Course of the Experiment



F ratio"



2.31 2.44 2.03>



0.34 3.39



0.32 18.11**



10.13. 11.34:; 12.57



31.03 31.60



2.15 9.12*



21.07 24.24:: 27.06



211.76 166.29



2.78 8.22> 16.63



647.57 1,540.63



51.17 191.44^ 253.50



429,364.38 84,061.00



29.50. 24.98:: 26.37>



429.38 40.66



15.99" 4.47



1.34 1.03* 1.82



1.92 13.03



4.93 15.82"



5.17 3.73



18.98** 64.13**



11.05* 5.75



Note. Units of measurement are as presented in the text. MS = mean squares. 8 Mean squares and F ratios for Conditions effects obtained using two-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) that compared the means of the reinstated peak force requirement condition with the means of either the acquisition condition or the terminal augmented peak force condition means. *p 
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The fastest reaction time was auditory. SRT (168-194 ms), followed by visual SRT. (167-212 ms), visual CRT (186-253 ms), and auditory CRT (202-288 ms).










 








fMRI and EEG Responses to Periodic Visual Stimulation - Science Direct 

Oct 19, 1998 - problem. Footprints in the Sand ..... active but rather to show the temporal characteristics ... first describes the properties of the VEPEG and com-.










 








Cortical responses to object-motion and visually-induced self-motion 

In the object-motion task, after a 2-s period during away. Cortical ... Quantum Interference Device) gradiometers at a sampling temporoparietal area (Fig. ... feature in all our subjects was the finding that the dipoles describe the proportion of the
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ing in the NE Atlantic (Hawkins et al. 2008). At present, more .... climate-driven ecosystem shifts in the North Atlantic. Ecol. Lett. ..... Publishers. Walther, G.-R.










 








Behavioral and physiological responses to male handicap in 

Sep 2, 2011 - In 2008, males were painted on the neck with picric acid, whereas females ..... ever, as kittiwake males, rock sparrow Petronia petronia males.










 








Aromaticity Today: Energetic and Structural Criteria 

Jan 1, 1997 - important role in teaching organic chemistry and in con- ... a simple succinct answer to the question of what aro- maticity is and what the criteria for aromaticity are. Still, I hope that a discussion of key criteria of aroma- ticity s










 








Shaping of Motor Responses by Incentive Values ... - Research 

Jan 31, 2007 - 400 trials (9 and 6 months training .... fied with a gain of 103 and filtered with a bandpass of 300 Hz to 6 kHz ..... Neuron 47:129 â€“141. Bezard E ...
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Increasing Incremental Sales and Customer Retention With 

Certainly the decelerating economy around the world, coupled with an ... According to the latest IDC end-user survey (Software Strategies and .... Page download times have been reduced .... That would mean turning away three to six times the potentia










 








Altered Responses to Bacterial Infection and Endotoxic Shock 

potential cost of inflammatory damage to host cells and tissues (Hibbs et al., ... iNOS mRNA (Figure 3A), protein (Figure 38), and enzyme activity (Figure 3C) ..... Studies at each institution are performed according to its guidelines for animal use 










 








How Cognition Modulates Affective Responses to Taste and Flavor 

Dec 1, 2007 - Images were acquired with a 3.0-T VARIAN/SIEMENS whole-body scanner at the Centre for Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging at.










 








Dispersal and species responses to climate change - CiteSeerX 

Joseph Fourier, BP 53, FR-38041. Grenoble Cedex 9, France. â€“ J. A. Hodgson, Dept of Biology ...... 129: 463â€“469. Dawson, T. P. et al. 2011. Beyond predictions: ...










 








Mechanical and electromyographic responses to stretch of ... - Research 

from 0% to 80% of maximal voluntary contraction ... compensation", i.e. it constituted a- more or less - ... tary contraction ranging from zero to maximal volun-.










 








Monkey Steering Responses Reveal Rapid Visual-Motor ... - PLOS 

Aug 4, 2010 - Monkey Steering Responses Reveal Rapid Visual-Motor. Feedback. Seth W. ... controls steering behavior, even during the epoch surrounding transient inputs. ..... To examine feedback to the steering system, we performed an analysis of ...










 








Computational aspects of motor control and motor 

theory and signal processing, however, and many of the basic ideas that they describe can be developed ...... Progress has been made, however, and the topic.










 








Endothelium-dependent blunted membrane potential responses to 

was assayed in aortae by RNase protection assay. .... of endothelium removal in ''endothelium-free'' aortae. .... digest unbound label and unprotected mRNA.










 








Protectionist Responses to the Crisis: Global 

Nov 15, 2008 - second-best macroeconomic policy management at a time when monetary and ... foundations of economic growth theory remain fully valid. .... tariffs fell over the period 1990-2006 both in major advanced economies (the ..... http://ec.eur
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